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Gov. Rosellini to Crown
Homecoming Royalty
By GAIL DELWORTH

The signal for the start of Homecoming will be "Take-Off," otherwise known as Open House, on
Monday, Jan. 28, at 7:30 p.m.
"Take-Off" will include posters,
displays and skits by campus organizations. A near-record number
of clubs have entered the competition, and several of these are
working with Boeing's on their

Copy Editor
Governor Albert D. Rosellini
will be the guest of honor and
principal speaker at SU's 1957
Homecoming. Co-chairmen Lolly
Michetti and Jim Plastino pointed
out that this will be one of the
first official appearances of the

new Governor.
Gov. Rosellini, the first Catholic
ever to be elected Governor in the
state of Washington, will crown

CHIEFTAIN FOLLOWERS Braved a" wintry morn Monday at 5:30
a.m. to greet their winning team at Sea-Tac Airport. An enthusiastic crowd of students was led in the welcomeby the cheerleaders
and the S.U. band.

Jeanne Bremble
Wins Tourney 1st

Jeanne Bramble, freshman, won
first place laurels in Discussion at
the Northwest Invitational Tournament at Seattle Pacific College
last week end.
The National Collegiate Discussion Topic this year is, "What
should be the United States' Role
in the Middle-East Crisis?" Brian
Cullerton, Wayne Angevine and
Fred
Jensen also took part in the
poll
Press
and
in
1955
Associated
tournament which was attended
Pat Lesser won the Women's National Amateur Golf Champion- by over 200 students from 14 colship. Both these stories won top leges and universities.
Brian Cullerton and Wayne Anhonors In the Spectator survey.
Runner -up to the Brightman gevine will travel to the McNeil
story was the appearance of Gen. Island Federal Penitentiary
Alfred M. Gruenther on campus Wednesday, Jan. 23, to debate a
specifically to speak at the com- team from the Penitentiary Round
mencement ceremonies of the Table Club. Dan Zimson, Bill Mcgraduating class of 1956.
Menamin and Fred Jensen have
The inauguration of a new receivedinvitations to accompany
award in this poll appeared this the debaters as judges.
year in the setting up of the
"Newsmaker of the Year" title.
Winner in 1956 was Jim Plastmo, wholost a torrid student body
presidential election race to Bob
Martin and also directed the UGN
drive, the story making: the sevAt 12:15 p.m. today, Jan. 17, a
enth spot on the "top story" poll.
general AWSSU meeting will be
The top ten:
held for all women students on
1. Al Brightman resigns: 256 pts. campus. Cathy
Corbett, AWSSU
2. Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther,
president,
will
convene
the meetNATO chief, speaks at SU: 233 pts.
3. Ford Foundationgrants Seat- ing in the lounge of the Student
Union Building.
tle U $432,900: 215 pts.
Order of business will include
4. John Castellani named head
discussion of AWSSU activities in
basketball coach: 140 pts.
women students are
5. Judicial Board and Assembly which allparticipate
for the Winto
urged
dispute
Board
authority: 121 pts.
ter
Foremost
on the
Quarter.
6. Martin, Corbett win top stuagenda will be the co-eds' entry
dent body offices: 108 pts.
in the poster division of Open
7. UGNdrivehits 145%: 101 pts.
year's Homecoming
8. Janet Hopps wins Women's House for this
begin
National Intercollegiate Tennis ti- Week which is scheduled to
tle (tie with) Chieftains gain third on Monday, Jan. 28. The permastraight NCAA playoff bid: 99 pts. nent council members who are
10. Buddy Morrow plays in handling this entry are Ina Kay
Duber, Joan Colleran and Felicia
campus concert: 79 pts.
Bouker.
Cathy Corbett announces that
Monday, Feb. 4, is the date set for
the Town Girls meeting

Resignation of Brightman
Tops '56 Story Poll
A sudden resignation by basketball coach Al Brightman, ending
a seven-year reign at Seattle University, was voted the top news
story of 1956 in a poll recently
conducted by the Spectator news
staff.
With the Brightman story being
adjudged top spot by this selected
group of students, it marked the
third consecutive year that a sports
story has won this title.
In 1954 the Chieftain basketball
team gained fourth place in the

Vets Slate Dance
On Sat., Jan. 19

Gil Martin, president of SU's
Veteran's Club, announces the date
for their first dance of the Winter
Quarter. It will be held Saturday
evening, Jan. 19, from 9 p.m. to
1a.m.
Knights of Columbus Hall, located at 722 E. Union St., is the
scene for this dance. Miles Vaughn
and his orchestra, long-time campus favorite, will provide the musical background for the evening's
dancing.

Admission is $2.50 per couple
and limited to male members over
21 years of age and their dates.

Legal proof of age must be pre-

entrance.
Martin announces that dance
committee heads handling arrangements and publicity are Tony
Vukov and Bob Olwell.
sented at the

AWS Meets
Today at12:15

Gaveleers Plan
MixerPlanned Challenge Meet
Sun. In
- - Lounge
SU's out

of

towners organiza-

tion, the Totem Club,is sponsoring
a mixer this Sunday evening, Jan.
20, at 7:30 p.m. in the lounge of

the Student Union Building. President Harry Hungerbuhler announces that this mixer will be
the only one held in Winter

Quarter.

Music at the dance is provided
by the club's record collection.Admission will be free for Totem
Club members while 25 cents is
charged for non members and
town students. Membership cards
may be purchased at the dance for
a charge of 50 cents from the
club's secretary-treasurer, Marilu

-

Schreck.

Harry Hungerbuhler informs all
interestedstudents that a picnic is
being planned later in the year.
Honor Roll released by Registrar,
See page 6.

entries.

GOV. ROSELLINI
the Homecoming Queen at the
dance. Co-chairmen Michetti and
Plastinostated that they are "very
gratified by his acceptance, especially considering his busy schedule for the month of January."
Gov. Rosellini has been invited to

all the Homecoming activities, including the game against Buchan's
Released at the same time was
the schedule for "Vapor Trails."

Slated for Tuesday, Jan. 20, at
8 p.m. is the traditional FacultyAlumni game. "Combat"is the title
given to the game betweenthe SU
Chieftains and Buchan's Bakers
scheduled for 8 p.m. on Wednesday, Jan. 30.
The Homecoming Queen will be
crowned by Gov. Rosellini at 10:30
p.m. Thursday, Jan. 31, in the
Spanish Ballroom of the Olympic
Hotel. Friday, Feb. 1, has been
declared the date for the annual
President's Holiday. No classes
will be held that day.
Ron Cass, off-campus publicity
co-chairman, has reported that the
Homecoming Court will appear on
KING-TV on Wednesday, Jan. 30,
1:30 p.m. Other radio and TV appearances are being planned.

Personality sketches of Sophomore
Homecoming princess. See page 3.

Consecration of Halls,
Other Projects Planned

Several new Sodality projects
for Winter Quarter were outlined
at the general meeting held last
Sunday in the Lounge.
As the month of January is dedicated to the family, the Sodality
is aiming for the consecration to
the Sacred Heart of as many families as possible.
Since many students reside on
campus and would not benefit
from the consecration of their
families at home, Marycrest and
Xavier Halls will be publicly consecrated on Wednesday, Jan. 23, at
7 p.m. The Most Rev. Thomas E.
Gill, D.D., pastor of St. James Cathedral, has been invited to perform this consecration.Regis, Bordeaux and McHugh Halls will be
privately

consecrated.
First Saturday Devotion
The Sodality will initiate the
First Saturday Devotion to Our
Lady beginning on Saturday, Feb.
2, with 8:15 a.m. Mass at the Cathedral. All are invited to attend.
Our Lady's Committeehas reserved a section in the church so the
students can makethe devotion in
a body.

Seattle University now has on
campus an official unit of the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine.

This committee now aids spastics,
the handicapped and the blind,
but needs more volunteers to carry
on the work. Anyone who can
spare a few hours to do little
things for them which are greatly
appreciated is asked to contact a
member of the CCD in the Sodality office.
The Mission Committee is now
sponsoring a book drive to help
stock the libraries of two new
Alaskan high schools. Fiction, science, children's books or any others will be appreciated. They may
be left at the Information Booth
in the LA Building.
As a reminder, the stamp drive
conducted by this committee is a
perpetual one, and any and all
stamps are still needed. The container for them is in the Sodality
office.
The first Day of Recollection for

Winter Quarter will be held on

Sunday, Feb. 3. Details may be
found in the coming weekly bul-

letin.

The GavelClub today announced
the initiationof the Challenge Cup
Tournament here at Seattle University. To stimulate interest in
both intramural and intercollegiate debating, the cup is to be in
the form of an engraved trophy
which will be awardedat the end
of every Spring Quarter to the
debate team compiling the greatest number of challenge points
during the year.
The competition is open to all
regularly enrolled students and is
not restricted to Gavel Club mem-

bers.
Chairman Joan Hopkins has an-

— —

nounced the following regulations:
Any debate team
composed of
two students must first prepare
itself on the national debate topic:
"Resolved that the U.S. should discontinue direct economic aid to
foreign countries." Then a challenge must be issued to any other
already established debate team.
When a mutually agreeable date,
(Continued from Page Six)

MAKING PLANS for this year's Homecoming Celebration are pictured above some of the principal
committeechairmen: (1.-r.) Leo Shahon, Patti Paige, Pat Vickerman, Mary Hughbanks, Kathy Warren
and Bob Brack.
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SODALITY:

REVIEW:

A consecrated family
"

Encore, Shearing, Brubeck, Getz!

MARILYN SEERING

is the True Head of the house.
The Consecration of the Family

"I will bless every place where
a picture of My Heart shall be set
up and honored." These are the
words of the Sacred Heart to Saint
Margaret Mary and upon them is

DON D. WRIGHT

Whether it be the Blackhawk In
perience.His music is properly and
totally an extension of his per- San Francisco, the gymnasium at
is a practical andsocial application
sonality. His emotions and atti- Seattle University or the Seattle
of the exhortation of the Sacred
tudes toward popular and jazz Civic Auditorium, Dave Brubeck is
Heart. We are so concerned with
music are expressed not alone the freshest and most original jazz
based the Consecration of the universal social inter-relations and
through his expert fingering of the figure in America. If classical inFamily to the Sacred Heart.
politics that we lose perspective
keyboard but also in the motionof terpretation could ever be given to
This Consecration is contingent and forget the smaller component
his body
sometimes swaying, modern jazz, Brubeck is the interupon the royalty of Jesus and His parts of society
the family.
sometimes bouncing
and in his preter.
sovereign right to rule over us,
Prom his horn-rimmed glasses to
by such a
expression,either a satlsfyed smile
united
entity,
This
not simply as individuals, but in goal and means, is just as powerful
or an exuberant gasp over a par- his red, yellow and brown argyles,
conall human associations. The
ticularly pleasing passage.
Dave Brubeck is a dramatic and
a social influence toward harmony
secration itself concerns, prima- and productivity as the hypotheses
inspiring jazz musician. With the
As
an
introduction
to
the
popular
rily, this royalty, as the head of
of
sociologist.
expert assistance of the Paul DesLeaves,"
"Autumn
Shearballad,
the
Consecration
the house would recognize it; and, of family is only the first step
mond alto saxophone, the powerful
told his audience:
ing
the
"
secondly, submits himself and his
It's my contention that most and featured bass player Norman
unity of the entire human
family as subjects to His reign. toward
The George Shearing Quintet is of the tunes you find on the hit Bates and the fine skill of drumfamily under the Sacred Heart.
This act of homage then is one
composed of Shearing at the piano,
little, if any, mer Joe Morello, the DaveBrubeck
The question now is what is Emil Richards on vibes, bass parade have very
by the whole family to a king and
in awhile, you Quartet is the best modern-jazz
to
the
musical
value.Once
of
this
stuimportance
the
extends with it obligations by the
player Al McKibbon, Jean "Toots" find an exception, like 'Hound- combo in the business.
college
student
embodmembers of the family through its dent? The
Thielemans on guitar andharmonTenor saxophonist Stan Getz
ies the potency to accomplish a ica, and drummer Percy Brice. For Dog.'
functions.
The versatile pianist entertained produced notes like melted wax,
jobs. He is the hope
many
great
Note, however, that this union
specialized, a number requiring an Afro-Cubano his listeners with impersonations pouring forth in perfect continuity
is not on the level of unwilled of the future, with his
technique, the Shearing group be- including Errol Garner, Count and expertly formed into the discompulsion by a tyrant. Rather it technical training. The aeronauti- comes a sextet with the addition Basic and (you guessed it) Liber- tinctive Getz pattern. His interpreengineer, insurance man and of Armando Peraza on the congo
is on a higher plane with basis cal
ace. ("One of my friend gave me tation of "Little Girl Blue" was
surgeon will be raising families and bongo drums.
love
received.
The
given
in
and
a piano shaped like a swimming pure pleasure.
is
reign of the Sacred Heart in the and here is how the future made
As for Shorty Rogers and Miss
Watching George Shearing at pool." )
possible.
homecarries withit duties to keep
work is an exciting and happy exShearing's solo was the classic Billie Holiday, the audience would
realize
The student must now
His commandments, those of His
"Tenderly," expertly blended with have profited by their omission
Church and the obligations of his duty as a citizen of two worlds Our Town:
a touch of Rachmaninoff. The from the "Jazz a la Carte" series.
to
one's state in life. More complete- and integrate all of his efforts
Shearing set was climaxed by a The talent present was clearly in
ly, it means allowing the spirit of the progress of the one and the
percussion holiday featuring Ar- the possession of George Shearing,
Striving to
detachment to exist and the vir- extensionof the other.
mando
Perazain "Old Devil Moon," Dave Brubeck and Stan Getz. Enhis family
core, Messieurs, Encore.
and "Cool Mambo."
tues of the family of Nazareth to do this, he must unite forces,
"Caravan"
and
be duplicated in the home. A pic- against all detrimental
DEE HOPKINS Who's Who:
ture located in a place of honor this is best done by consecration
will indicate to allwho enter Who of the family to the Sacred Heart.
On movies the film "Julie"

—

—

The world of sight and color
does not exist for George Shearing,
but the world of sound and specifically, of music, lies at his feet.
He proved this conclusively to the
audience which heard him at the
Seattle Civic Auditorium evening
as the highlight of "Jazz a la
Carte."
Shearing is not primarily a jazz
musician, but rather a popular
artist with a genius for arrangements and a distinctive skill which
makes him one of the best popular
pianists in the country.

—

—

"

'Round
"— town

INNOCENT BYSTANDER:

Sad stories well" told

MICHAEL CALVIN

PURELY PERSONAL:
SeattleU's Chieftains aren't getting as much publicity as Garfield
High School, by a certain downJohn Casteltown newspaper.
lani has proven to fans and faculty
alike that he's a very capable
coach.
This year's cheer leaders have the potential of being the
best we've had in many a long
year.
All we needis for more
people to go out and watch the
games. This means you!
You must have heard this one,
but I'll tellit again. It seems that
two old men were talking things
over one day in the local old folks'
home.
The topic of conversation was
about a friend of theirs who, even
though he was very old, still got
around much faster than the
others. Finally they decided that
the only thing to do was ask this
fellow what his secret was; how
he could still be so spry.
They did and here's his answer:
"Fellows, Iowe my success, my
charming personality, to free and
easy living, plenty to smoke, drink
and eat. Iwent out every night
and did nothing but dissipate. I
never went to the doctor, and most
of all, Ichased beautiful women

...

...
...

constantly."

Needless to say, the old men
were very impressed, and they
went on and asked many questions
about his life and, just as they
were about to break up their little
discussion, one of the men asked
the healthy fellow how old he was.
"17," said the man.
On Trading Books
At the beginning of each quar-

ter, it is deemednecessary by all
students who like myself are poverty-stricken, or financially wise,
to trade off oldbooksfor newones.
To me this is a grave necessity.
Because of a dire shortage of the
"green stuff." This n6t only makes
me bitter, but it deprives me of

some of the luxuries of life. Like
bread, water and women. (Not in
that order.)
Talking About Bad Movies
"The King and Four Queens" is
probably the worst movie ever
made, bar none. This thing is terrible! The ancient lover, Clark
Gable, is finally showing his age
and he no longer can be cast as
the young, romantic lover. The
movie itself has no plot to speak
of and the whole story centers
around Gable's attempts to con
some gold from four beautiful
women. The only good thing about
the movie is that the women are
so distracting that no one pays
any attention to either Gable or
the stupid plot.
Good Dance
A few people, like myself, have
made some disparaging remarks
about the mixers around school.
Quite to the contrary, the mixer

sponsored by the Town Girls was

not only a financial success but
one of the most enjoyable affairs
put on by any group this year.
Music was off the record and it
seems that more and more people
are finding out that the Chieftain
Lounge is an excellent place to
stage a college mixer. The atmosphere is both collegiate and
friendly. This all goes into making
the dances enjoyable affairs.
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was one of the Ten Best Films of
1956. Star, Doris Day, discovers
on her honeymoon that her husband is a killer and she is next
in line. Other stars in this suspense drama are John Gallaudet,
Barry Sullivan and Louis Jourdan.
It is a worthwhilemovie to see at
the Music Hall this week end.
Ingrid Bergman was rated the
"Best Actress of the Year" by the
New York Film Critics' Circle for
her performance in 20th CenturyFox's "Anastasia.". YulBrynner
is about the first "bald-headed"
manin the moviesthat the women
have just gone "hog wild" over.
It must be a good movie to see,
since it has been held over for the
third great week at the Fifth AvMarlon Brando
enue Theater.
really plays his magnificent role in
"The Teahouse of the August
Moon." It co-stars Eddie Albert,
Glenn Ford and Michiko Kyo, that
new Japanese up-coming star. This
movie, in cinemascope and metrocolor, is in its third week at the
Music Box.
ON TV the program, "I Love
Lucy,' 'had been rated No. 1 in
Nielsen's top ten network TV
shows for early December. Others
were, respectively, GE Theater, Ed
Sullivan Show, Alfred Hitchcock

...

..

Court sketches
"Rules, although people sometimes complain about them really
don't bother me a great deal as I
find that rules we impose on ourselves are much more strict than
those on the outside."
These words, although rather
profound, provide an excellent in-

"I'm a redhead, confused and
don't know when Iam going to
ever get anything done."
She is a redhead, level headed
and one of the most energetic
leaders on campus.
Two contrary opinions, one of
them, the former, coming from the

redhead herself,
the other from

cious Bernice
Baumgartner,

the vast quantity
of people who
know and respect
Betty Petri, one
of the two sophomore class princesses on the 1957
Horn c c o m ing

sophomore class

"Bernie" as she
is known to her
friends, has one
of those rare personalities that is
a mixture of a
serious mind and
a unique sense of humor brought
forth with ease and a pleasant
frankness.
This personality is easily reflected in her work as any member of
Mv Sigma, the Sodality, the Spurs
or the countless hundreds of SU
students who have watched her
perform in the many musicals and
variety shows on campus will testiPresents, $64,000 Question, Decem- fy.
Being a part of these activities
ber Bride, Arthur Godfrey Scouts,
plus
the primary purpose of getBenny
Perry Como Show, Jack
ting a Catholic education are upShow and "Gunsmoke."
most in the pretty sophomore's
On Books The best-sellers, na- mind.
tionally, for the first week of this
"I think you could say that
year according to the Publishers' going to
a Catholic University is
Weekly, are as follows: "Peyton possibly the most profound thing
Place," Grace Metalious; "Don'tGo that has ever happened to me. I
Near the Water," William Brink- may not now be fully aware of its
ley; "The Tribe That Lost Its importance but later Iam sure it
Head,"Nicholas Monsarrat; "Aunt- will be a standout."
ie Mame," Patrick Dennis; "The
That future at present looks like
Loving Couple," Virginia Rowans; the teaching profession as the
"King of Paris," Guy Endore.
Yakima born coed is an education
Among the non-fiction best-sell- major although having an intense
ers are the following: "The Nun's interest in the musical field.
Story," Kathryn Hulme; "This
In studying the arts Bernice also
Hallowed Ground," Bruce Catton; shows the same sincereness which
"Men To Match My Mountains," marks her in everything from
Irving Stone; "The New World." drama to sewing. Her opinions in
On Records
RCA-Victor has the musical field are also signifian excellent album out, entitled cant.
"Overnight sensations are placed
"Verdi and Toscanini."These were
recordedfrom Toscanini's series of on a pedestal only because they are
radio broadcasts with the oldNBC fulfilling the public's need. A man
Symphony. It should be listened like Elvis Presley seems to be satto.
Bartok's "Music for Strings, isfying a need by the teen age
Percussion and Celesta," with the group and therefore that group
Berlin Symphony, exemplifies the has made him famous overnight.
genius of the Bartok student, Fe- Itis only a shame that artists that
have "meat" are so unrecognized."
renc Fricsay.
Among the male population at
in
Churchill;
Winston
"Profiles
Sir
Courage," John F. Kennedy; "The Seattle U., it is gentlemen's agreement that the soft, gentle features
Outside,' 'Colin Wilson.
of the 5-6% 128 pound 19 year old
compare to another American
The Registrar announces that beauty, Grace Kelly.
the total enrollment of SU this
"Oh, Ionly wish Idid resemble
quarter in day school is 2102.
her,"
commented Bernice.
February
4 is the
He adds that
last day for incomplete removals.

...

—

—

—

...

" AL KREBS

One need only
look to a check list of campus activities to see Betty's argument does
not hold true, for beside being
President of the Spurs, a leader in
the Sodality, a member of the
Totem Club, one of the Seattle U.
delegates to the CNCCS convention in Spokane last month she is
also involved in numerous other
promotions around campus and yet,
"I always seem to be thinking
about what Iam going to do Instead of going straight forward
into the thing."
One of three sisters who have
come to Seattle University from
Acquanis High School in Tacoma
during the last four years, Betty
is a professed "liberal arts" major.
"Not only should a student, especially a girl, take part in social
activities at college but also he or
she should be able to reflect a college training in as much they realize the importance of life and Its
purpose."

Of course being a redhead she
has inherited the stigma of having
a fiery temper, but she herself
feels it is not fiery, only quick and
non-lasting.
Her sisters readily agree that
Betty who is 5-4 and 123 pounds
and possesses what one could call
a "quiet beauty," is a unique character who at times mystifys the
entire Petri household.
Betty herself also admits to being very close to her sisters, in the
companionship and a sharing of
one's troubles which a large family
provides so well.
"I think Iwould probably go to
them for advice before anyone
else."
Travel is another big thing in
the pretty redhead's life as a summer trip to Europe is on the agenda in the future.
The continent will probably
never be the same again.
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Good morning, glory
"

REGAL BROOM

ITEM: The Seattle University

Chieftains are over the hump now,
after defeating Oklahoma City last
Friday night and Regis on Sunday.
It looks like clear sailing all the
way to the NCAA regionals where
Elgin Baylor will have a chance to
perform against have really firstclass competition. Up to that point
he will not have had that chance
because of an "inadequate" schedule. Ihave thought for a long time
that Seattle U. is ready for big
time basketball.
COMMENT: Having only played
Tulane, (who dumped Kentucky
this week), Utah State, (picked to
win their conference), College of

Pacific, (forecasted as CBA champs

for this year),Portland University,

(who defeated Oregon & Oregon
State), Oklahoma City, (ranked

11th nationally 'till S.U. got to
them), University of San Francisco, (NCAA Champions for the past
two seasons), and scheduled to go
against the Buchans Bakers (National AAU Champions), the Chieftains boldly walked through this
"inadequate" schedule while playing only four of their seventeen
games on their home court.
ITEM: The city's other leading
basketball power is fortunate in
playing all three of their difficult
games on their home court this
year, but we are still trying to
figure out just who is "One" and
who is "Two" in their one two
punch. Iguess they go by GPA.
COMMENT: It is interesting to
note at this time that the Chieftains faced the most highly rated
teams of their 'inadequate" schedule on the road in strange courts.
They have also beenvery fortunate
in losing only two of their thirteen
road games and at the time that
this is written they have compiled
anunimpressive record of fourteen
wins to two losses. Of course they
fudged a little by making use of
the talents of All American Candidate, Elgin Baylor, who is presently fourth in the nation's scoring
averages and also leading the
Coast in this field. Along with this
is the Coast's third scorer, Dick
Stricklin. This is Seattle U.s
"One Two Punch." A sidelight on
that
both of them click on the
same night
ITEM: Certain sports followers in
this area seem to think that winning the Oklahoma City Tournament was pure luck on the part of
the Chieftains.
COMMENT: We are inclined to
agree with this point of view. I
maintain that Seattle U. was just
fired up for that game. The second
time that they played Oklahoma
City the Chiefs managed to squeeze
by, but they only held the lead for
the last two halves of the game
ITEM: We notice that Seattle University is rated as having the least
rule infractions of any team in the
entire nation. Why can't we see
more heads-up basketball like this
instead of the conjested type which
is becoming so popular. There must
be some solution which could
guarantee the spectators a more
clean and wholesome game
COMMENT: There is a solution.
Here it is. Ipropose a mandatory
rule requiring both teams in every
contest to shower both before and
after ball games. Lots of soap and
water would make every game a
that's the Americlean game

when the students and faculty
(???) of our Downtown University were out meeting the team at
SeaTac
Isee that my old friend
Bob Klug is home again at 11th &
Spring and doing a real bang-up
Can't understand
job as usual
the language that the Chiefs speak
on the court, "Rabbit's got himself a real turkey" ???... Called
the Athletic Office up at Seattle
U. the other day and a sweet and
familiar voice answered the phone
guess who it was ?? ? (That's
right, it was Jimmy Namura the
janitor
the office was closed
for the day)
Note to Tioga
North Dakota Journal It will be
a great pleasure to serve on the
editorial board for the book on the
late Hondo Gronk as it is really a
GREAT tribute to a really GREAT
guy.
(It's dedicated to me)

...

...

. ..

.. . .. .

ENGINEERS MEET

Letters

Satire:

—

..

...
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SEMI-ANNUAL
At their regular meeting Janthe joint student
CLEARANCE SALE
Dear Editor:
IRE and AIEE of
Splendid Values
by
presthe
"
Picking up our weekly publica- SeattleU was honored
Coats " Suits " Dresses Skirts
Ewell, vice presence
of
Mr.M.
M.
tion, the Spectator, and turning to
Evening
and
Dresses
ident of the NorthwestDistrict of
the inside page, one comes face
the AIEE.
pet
my
gento face with
peeve
eralization. The judging of many
Mr. Ewell, who is associated
by the faults of a few, as seen in with the Westinghouse Corporathe article, "The Innocent By- tion in Portland, Ore., and has
stander," is the special talent of jurisdiction in the AIEE over five
1012 MADISON
its author, Mike Galvin. It would Northwest states, Alaska and
Close to Your Campus
seem to me that Mr. Galvin would Western Canada.
have something more constructive
to do than to stand idly by, watching and waiting for a small fractionof girls to do or say something
that deflates his masculin ego. InIf you have any desire to write or draw, the SPECTATOR
evitably he will strike back the
following week with a stinging arinvites you to assist us.
ticle condemning the entire 325
Feature, movie, TV, book and music review, religious, and
women currently living at Maryuary 8, 1957,
branch of the

—

Terry Avenue
Gown Shop

Writers, Cartoonists

crest.
(POMME) The Chieftains beat all

tlieir

foes, The points they really
rack'em, Well let them win the Nationals, And then Istill won't back'
PORTZEBIE!!!
em

...

H

Fast, Quality Service

m

»

Discounts to Seattle U. Students
1209 MADISON
Formats a Specialty

gj

editorial writers are needed.
If you are interested in this or any other type of writing
or if you like to draw humorous or editorial cartoons, contact MIKE CALVIN or AL KREBS, of the SPECTATOR staff.
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IWONDER WHAT BECAMEOF:
Ran into one of my old friends
downtown the other day. It was
that great American athlete of
1912 Olympic Games fame, the
Greco Roman wrestling champ,
Mr. Y. Garth Squid. Garth is now
an executive in a downtown hotel
(Night Clerk at the Ajax)
good to see you again Y. Garth
Squid.
Also ran into a fire hydrant
the same day.

...

-

... ..

. ..

..

CHTTTER CHATTER:
If Seattle
would
basketball pavillion and name it after me they
would get a lot more copy in this
paper
where were you at fivethirty A.M. on Monday morning

...
University
construct a new
...

Boeing research produces a new defense weapons system
Boeing's BOMARC IM-99 is a longrange guided missile designed to strike
enemy bombers while still over areas
away from vital targets. It's a supersonic
spearhead of an entire defense weapons
system that includes communications,
bases, logistics.
Engineers and scientists of all

types

contributed to the research that produced
this vital weapons system. And they are
continuing their contributions, not only
to BOMARC, but to other significantadvanced projects. Boeing engineers are
coming up with solutions that will give
'
direction to developmentsof the future.
If this kindof pioneering appeals to you,
and if you enjoy workingwith engineers
of outstandingprofessional stature, you11
like Boeing.

—

And you'll find plenty ol room for ad-

vancement. Boeing's growth

a 400%

jump in the number of
— Boeingengineers
in the last 10 years assures openings
ahead,and jobstability.Boeingpromotes
from within,and everysix months amerit
review gives each engineer a personal
opportunityfor recognition,advancement, increased income.
Starting salaries at Boeing are high.
If you are interested incontinuing graduate studies, Boeingwill arrange a special
work schedule for you and pay all tuition

and fees.
Other Boeing advantages include a
liberal retirementprogram and the backjng of outstanding research and test
facilities.
Yqu w{]]enjoy life fa any of the three
yoUng-spirited communities in which
Boeing is locate<i pick the dimate and
livingadvantages that suit you best.

Each offers an abundance of recreational

activities, plus good housing, schools,

convenient shopping centers,
You'll be proud to be associated with
a leader in—one of the most exciting— and
promising industries in the country,
Why not find out how Boeingcan help
youget ahead in your engineeringcareer ?
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JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer

Personnel

—

Boej(]g Aifp|ane Company Seatt e 24 Wash
F- ". WALLACE, Staff Engineer Personnel
Boeing Airplane Company, Wichita, Kansas

-

A. J. BERRYMAN Admin. Engineer
Boeing Airplane Company, Melbourne, Florida

JEP,ti!FH? 4!F^'&?JH&J&^F^*
Mm^r wmJr^Eram Jr wV
Aviation leadership since 1916
Seattle. Washington Wichita, Kansas Melbourne. Florida
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Chiefs Rank 7th In National Polls
-

The Chiefs moved another step
up the national ladder as a result
Yarn's
of their latest road trip. They now
occupy 7th position on the INS
and the Associated Press standings. They are 9th on the United
Press rating. S.U. rests fairly comfortably in 7th ready and able to
overtake 6th just as soon as UCLA
falters a little.
Elgin Baylor has won tremendous
Weather cool, spirits high, was the scene at the Sea-Tac acclaim on every showing he has
Airport last Monday. Some 100 shouting students, led by the made. Each day some person who
band and some pepped-up cheerleaders, welcomed the Chiefs has had the pleasure of watching
perform, comes up with a
home in a royal motive. This was a very pleasing outcoming, Baylor
new nick-name. They can go on
for few are the people who can manage to "roll out" at 4 a.m. making new names until the moon
for anything.
turns to Blue Cheese as far as
Baylor is concerned, he will reThere have been a lot of critics around lately, finding main
content with his favorite,
fault with any little misfortune that befalls our cagers, be "The Rabbit."
they so few. We realize each person has a right to express
Elgin has been named in almost
his opinion; this is well and good, but let's take a more objec- all fields of major College spectative stand and follow in the path of the rooters that made cular accomplishments this season.
You name it, his name is there!
such a good showing Monday morning. No one can deny that Rebounding,
scoring, both from the
a team that wins ten in a row against major college squads field and the free throw line, and
surely deserves such a greeting, and then some.
defensive play. A sure threat for
Ithas often been an All-American position.
Concerning the intramural picture.
Here are just a few of the plausaid that a basketball game is officiated just as well as it is dits
the scribes have pinned on
played. You know there just might be a little truth in this. "The Rabbit" this season.
you
It's something for you intramural cagers to remember as
In Oklahoma City, he was voted
make ready to inject the proverbial knife into the ref's back! the most valuable player of the
An unseen hero is one Tom Nugent. He is doing a bang-up 1956 All College Tournament,
which Seattle won.
job as assistant to Tom Page.
In SanFrancisco it was said that
The second annual Faculty-Alumni tilt will be held Jan- he is playing comparibly with K.
uary 29 at 8 p.m. in the school gymnasium. John O'Brien is C. Jones.
In Pocatello, he was the only
heading the Alumni and Fr. Michael Toulouse, S.J., will be
calling the plays for the Faculty five. The Faculty came out unanimous choice for membership
the Idaho State College Invitaon the bottom last year. This is one of the foremost affairs on
tional Tournament all-star team.
"reallybig
one."
Homecoming
week and itsounds like a
during
Phil Woolpert, coach of the USF
Tickets will be on sale soon. Watch the SPEC for further info! Dons, defending NCAA champions,
says "Baylor is a great player,

ranking with the nations best. He
compares Shiugo Green,Duquesne's
All American, only he's three
inches taller."
One San Francisco writer said,
"Baylor jumps like Bill Russell
(USF), shoots like Kenny Sears
(Santa Clara )and Guards like K.
C. Jones (USF)."

-

CHATTER

...

-

One last thought ! Let's keep an open eye on Don Ogorek
and John Kootnekoff, of the Papooses. As a team Vince Cazzetta's Paps havebeen taking a few bumps but Don and John
have been showing very well and the future looks bright for
them as varsity material next year!
SKI CLUB NEWS

Definite plans were made for an
over-night during the Washington's Birthday week end at the
last Chieftain Ski Club meeting.
The trip is tentatively planned for
either Mt. Baker or Paradise. If
you wish to go, sign the list on
the bulletinboard in the LA Build-

ing.
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SEATTLE U FIGHT SONG
Let's give a cheer for Seattle,
Old SeattleU.
Carry the fight for theChieftains,
They will win for you,
Over the foe we're victorious,
More vict'ries to your name,
Let's give a cheer,

For the whole gang is here
To cheer you^
Seattle U!

Diamonds Never Before

Individually Owned

FRANK KIEFNER
512 Broadway N.

FR. 4410

Across from the A. fir P.
Member of K. of C. and St. Joseph's Parish
We buy direct from the cutters and are 10cated out of the high-rent district. Lower
costs for us. lower costs for you.

Additional 20% Discount to S.U. Students

W&\

FASHION

ELGIN BAYLOR
Seattle V. All America
AI Llghtmer, veteran Pacific
Coast Conference official and
sports editor of the Salem, (Oregon) Statesman, said Baylor is
the "greatest basketball player I
have ever seen" and that was back
when Baylor was playing for College of Idaho!

...

Smoke for real

smoke Chesterfield

(Basement

$50 for every philosophical verse accepted for
publication.Chesterfield, P.O. Box 21, New York

OIJitill* Myen Tobtceo Co.
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The Chieftains of today, the 5657, are now 7th with the supposedly toughest tilts already under
their belts, so if all goes well in
the next ten scheduled games
there are going to be some 53-54
records that will have to salute the
high riding Chiefs of this year!

Prospects look even brighter in
the Broadway & Madison wigwam
for next season. The team will
loose only one letterman and with
the hot-shots that will become eligible next year there will be big
things happening around here.
by Don Harris

for

"SU" and Your Own Name engraved in Gold
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the 53-54 season reveals that the
Chiefs wound up third in the
Western Regional NCAA Tournament. In the statistics dept. they
were second in the nation in offense, on field goals they ranked
third with a 43.2 accuracy, and in
the free throw department they
were 13th with 69.2 per cent.
In individual statistics, "Johnny
O." was third in the nation with a
28.5 point average. He was sixth
at the free throw line, with 80.9
per cent. His high game total was
51 points. John shot from the
field in a deadly 53.1% fashion,
which made his fifth in the nation
in that respect.
These same records show the
Chieftains ranked as high as 6th
in the nation.

Storeno was high for the Mech.
cause of their lack of cooperation
Engrs. with 5. In this contest the with the intramural director, Tom
spirit of intramural play was Page. A teamhas been compiled to
shown. A man who swore that he replace the Bears, who will resume
would neve rtouch a basketball the name. The new Bear team will
again was on the floor. This was consist of Captain Bill Lane, Jack
John Koval. He received a severe Covello, Tom Trautman, Tom
knee injury in intramural play Eisiminger, George Wavera and
last year, but this didn't stop him Jack Kinsella.
from playing again. He played for
With all this talent, more spechalf the game,making three points tators should share in the
excitefor his team.
ment of intramural games.
The "Dukes" areone of the first
TOP FIVE SCORERS
in the American League, defeating
both the IGP's, 22-19, and the 1. Marvin Wilbur (Dukes)....l6 pts.
Amebos, 44-14.In their second win, 2. Jack Serwold (Paliminos) 16 pts.
Tom Lambert was high man with 3. Mark Hanses (IGP's)
14 pts.
13 points. The other two teams tied 4. Don Clark (Paliminos)....l3 pts.
for first place in the American 5. Tom
Lambert (Dukes)
13 pts.
League are the ROTC and the
deThe
ROTC
five
Syndicates.
National League
feated the Bears by forfeit and the
won lost
Champaign-Charlies, 34-25. In this
Seorge's Boys
1
0
contest, major Bob Lydum was the
r
et's Club
1
0
hot-shot with 11buckets.
.os Gatitos
1
0
Another contest in the American
'aliminos
1
0
lechanical Engrs
League was the Syndicates vs. the
0
1
IGP's. After 24 minutes of hard
mtsiders
0
2
play the Syndicates came out on
American League
top 29-26. Top scorers were Dick
Holler and Jerome Hofmeister with
12 and 10 respectively.
Dukes
2
0
The original Bear team has been
R.O.T.C
2
0
dropped from intramural play berhe Syndicate
2
0
2hampaignchas
1
1
0
1
Taking Orders
[GP's
1
2

$375

r~\ h
/ jmbl

great competitors.
Just a glance at the records of

"Foul!" cried Bob King, one of
the intramural basketball referees.
This is a common word heard
about the gym. Let's face it, you
just have to play regulation ball
in this intramural league! Many
games have been lost by people
who fail to observe this little word.
Such is the problem that has confronted our leagues for the past
two weeks. Klug and company are
bound and determined to enforce
the rules of intramural basketball.
League standings are advancing
with wins and losses pointing towards a winner.
Tied for first place are the
Georges Boys after their win from
the Outsiders. Score of the contest was 29-20. Leading the spirited
Georges Boys was "Big AI" Schakohl with 11 points. Another
booster for the Chem. Engrs. was
Don Larkin with 9 points. Others
tied for first place in the National
league are The Vet's Club and
Los Gatitos.
The Los Gatitos defeated the
Mech. Engrs. 19-12 Tuesday, Jan.
15. In the first quarter the teams
fought to a 4-4 tie. The LosGatitos
pulled out ahead and stayed there
after the first quarter. High point
man for the LosGatitos was Andy
Tracy, captain, with12 points. Jim

MUGS
PERSONALIZED
(King

P.S* Male knees in Bermuda
shorts can be pretty funny too!
Fat or slender, either gender, if
you like your pleasure BIG,
enjoy the real full flavor, the
real satisfaction of a Chesterfield.
Packed more smoothlyby
Accu- Ray, it's the smoothest
tasting smoke today.

—

George's Boys ConquerOutsiders

We Are

"Paris has necklines on sideways,
New York has the waist shoulder-high,
There's nothing like fashion
To cooloff your passion!"
He laughed" 'tilhe thought he would dial

You can't compare Baylor with
Seattle U's 1953 All American,
Johnny O'Brien
the height differential makes it impossible for
one thing and their styles are completely different. But they're both

of Science Building)

REMEMBER
JUMBO LUNCHEON SPECIALS

60c

"I"E» AY

EV

The COTTAGE
1501 E. Madison St.
THE RESTAURANT

NEAR YOUR CAMPUS

6Oc

VENETIAN
1^
THEATRE

On Capitol Hill

EAst 5050

NOW
Elvis Presley, Debra Paget in
"LOVE ME TENDER" and
Dana Andrews, Joan Fontaine In
"BEYOND REASONABLE DOUBT"
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Sportlight G Men Entertain Chiefs Papooses on Parade
At Spokane Sun. & Mon

By FRANK PIRO

MARTIN PALMER

By

WALLY FXANERY

"Gold Dust Twins," Bill Gray
and Clark Irwin and Company
will be gunning for an upset over
seventh ranked Seattle University
Chieftains when they move into
Spokane Colliseum for a two game
series Sunday afternoon and Monday night.
Coach Anderson's team in gunning for a pair of upset victories
over Seattle U will also be trying
to make the record between the
two schools look a little more impressive. As it stands right now
Seattle TJ has won 23 games and
Gonzaga 13.

Spokane's new Colleslum pictured below will be the scene
Sunday and Monday of the
Chieftain-Bulldog series.

DICK STRICKLIN
6-7 Seattle TT. Forward
is on Dick StrickSpotlight
The
lin. "The big boy with the soft,
soft touch" that's the way fans
always remember Dick Stricklin,
the 6-7 score treat from Hunting-

ton Beach, Calif.
With a 48% field

goal average

and total point tally of 1,079 for
his three years at SU, Dick ranks
with Johnny O'Brien and Cal
Bauer as one of the Chieftains'
all-time high scorers.
Voted the most valuable player
in California during his prep days
at Union High, Southern California, Stricklin has shown not only
terrific scoring ability, but also
amazing consistency.
Although he sat out the first
five games of the '54 season, he
finished as No. 1 scorer, with 522

points for a 19-plus average. In
'55, with an 18.5 average, he finished second, a few percentage
points behindCal Bauer.
This year he sports a fine 18.57

average so far and shows signs of
raising it even higher. Against
Oklahoma City, his gentle hook
and famous "fall away" jump
shots paid off with 24 points
high for the evening. At the St.
Regis game, the big fellow again
came through with 23 points, not
to mention his outstanding rebounding and fast-break play.
Dick, along with Francis Saunders, gave SU that extra punch
that proved decisive at OCU and
Regis last week. Their scoring was
aided immensely by the sharp ballhandling and exact passing of
Elgin "Rabbit" Baylor as he turned
in his usual sterling performance.

-

—

GONZAGA TICKETS
100 student tickets for each
of the Gonzaga series are available in the Athletic Office for
75 cents.

Most of Your Life Is Spent
in Your Shoes
TAKE CARE OF THEM

Hanan's Shoe Renewing
1006 MADISON

SE. 9266

Boasting a 13-15 record in 195556, The Bulldogs were able to trip

Seattle in two of the four games
played.

Gonzaga took the first game in
Spokane by a score of 78-63 with
the Chiefs returning the second
night to score a decisive victory
89-72.
Upon journeying to Seattle, the
Bulldogs dropped the first contest
to the Chiefs 89-78, but came back
the next evening to win a thrilling
contest 75-74.
Probable starters for the Gonzaga Bulldogs will be the "Gold
Dust Twins," Bill Gray (5-10) and
Clark Irwin (6-0) at guards,
gangly Bill Small (6-8) at center,
and Bob Turner (6-4) and Mike
Gordon (6-5) at the forward spots.

Koufer Co.
1904 Fourth

Aye.

Martin is a Physical Education
major, with coaching as a possible
career. The 5 ft. 9 in. guard also
plays baseball, and will very likely
turn out with the team next
spring.

BOB SIEWARGA
Seattle U didn't get any all-state
guards from Washington this year,
but who should complain? Bob
Siewarga, 5 ft. 10 in. baseball and
basketball star from St. Mary's
High in Perth Amboy, N. J., had a
better scoring average than every
guard in this state last season and
possibly every one in New Jersey.
The 18-year-old freshman scored
21 points per game in gaining allcounty recognition from his home
state. Siewarga hasn't played on a
championship club since his sophomore year at St. Mary's, so this
year may bring a change in luck,
although beating Buchan's would
be calling for quite a change.
Bob expects to play baseball
next spring under Coach Joe Faccone. As for his studies, Siewarga
is a pre-major, his future career
still being an uncertainty.

DON OGOREK

Don Ogorek is another boy who
"should" have gone to Notre Dame.
The 6 ft. 4»/2 in. pivot ace hails
from South Bend, Indiana's, WashingtonHigh, where he led his team
to city and state honors. He enteredSU with another South Bend
product, Don Piasecki.
Ogorek dumped in 18 points per
game and was an all-conference
selection In his senior year. The
19-year-old freshman also played
footballand baseball Inhigh school.
Don is a pre-major since his course
for the future is still undecided.
But one thing is for sure if the
November 20 practice game with
the varsity is any indication of
things to come the Hoosier boy
from South Bend will be a definite
asset to the Chieftain camp. Don
banged through 10 points that
night in a little more than half of
the game which isn't bad when
you're playing against Baylor,
Baylor and Baylor.

—

—
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Seattle U's Papooses ran their
Northwest League winless streak
to four last Monday night, as they
fell before the UW Jayvees, 72-68.
The Papoose five, relying on
free throw accuracy for the first
thirty minutes of the game, tired
during the final ten as the Jayvees,
led by Myron Hickle and Ray Cresap, moved into a permanent lead.
The contest was primarily a battle betweenHickle and Cresap and
Seattle's fine freshman center,Don
Ogorek, who threw in 26 points
and dominated both backboards.
Hickle's 26-point effort and Cresap's floor play were more than
even Ogorek could offer.
Seattle's other leading scorer
was John Kootnekoff; the former
high school star from British Columbia netted 11 points. Barnes
followed with 10 counters and Don
Piasecki and Marty Palmer hit

ROOMS
SLEEPING
" Warm " $25 Month

Clean

1410 Seneca St.
Call T. V. Dean

-

eight apiece.

Seattle U's Papooses took another drubbing at the hands of
Everett J C's Trojan Squad 75-61.
Dave Holden, younger brother of
Oscar Holden a former Chieftain
star, was high-point man for the
Trojans with a high of 21 counters.
Hustling Don Ogorek topped
Papoose scorers with 19. Ogorek
who has scored consistently all
season was held pretty much in
check by Trojan's Ron Swanson
and Joe Gauff.
Ron Harper, an All-city guard
from Seattle's Italian! high school
contributed 20 points to the Trojan

Our Advertisers

YOUR
BARBER SHOP
8 Chairs

—

No

1532 BROADWAY

Jayvees and Everett JC Tops Papooses

Waiting
(off

Pin*)

Want cash for a car or other
personal needs? You can get
it at LEE LOAN, your Stateregulated consumer finance
company just as thousands
of others have in the past
30 years in Seattle. Personal

cause for the second highest scoring effort of the night.
Husky John Kootnekoff scored
16 points for second high honors on
the Papooses. He was followed by
Marty Palmer who tallied 14. Don

—

consideration, prompt, cour-

Piasecki and Dean Allerdice rounded out the scoring with 8 points
and 4 points respectively.

teous attention always, at this

-—

friendly, convenient downtown office. For extra fast
service call in advance

MAin 2914.
Hours:Mon. 9 to 8, Tues. thru
Fri. 9 to 5:15, Sat. 9 to 12Noon

—

You Just Hit 'Em
We'll Chase 'Em

Jefferson Park
Golf Driving Range

JOE SHERIFF'S

Richfield Service

" BRAKES
" LUBRICATION
" LIGHT REPAIRS
" WHEEL BALANCING

Professional Instructions
Group or Private

4101 Beacon

MU. 6104

VcSanCo*
"
222 DOUGLAS BUILDING
4th & UNION MA. 2914

11th and East Madison

EL. 5595

(Across

from Student Union

Bldg.)

ELGIN BAYLOR,
Nationally Famous Gourmet,
m

says:

m^PS

"Dick's Hamburgers
TASTE GOOD
LIKE A
"
x HAMBURGER SHOULD

Jf^f

*S

(Don't smoke, eat

191 Hamburgers!)

First-Class Shoe Shines

Catholic Gift Headquarters

Ever heard of Hawaii's Laupahaven't either, but
hoehoe High ? I
Martin Palmer claims it exists and
says he came from the place.
Palmer brings to Seattle U one
of the finest records ever posted
on the islands. The 22-year-old
freshman was an all-Hawaii selection in his high school days; he
hit the bucket for 21 points per
game. He also has three years of
AAU ball under his belt, two on a
championship team, and last season was voted the outstanding
player of his league.

fjj|P|s>DlCK'S DRIVE-IN
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On Broadway off Olive Way
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Nobody Cave A Hoot For J. Paul Sheedy* Till
Wildroot Cream-Oil Cave Him Confidence
"Wlit "vsrybody avoid me so?" h-owledJ. Paul. "Because you're such a
ruffled old bird", repliedhis best buddy. Well that really openedSheedy's
eyes. He took a taxidermist down to the store and pecked up a bottle
jqn
of Wildroot Cream-Oil. Now he's the picture of
confidence because he knows his hair always looks its
/>
]£/
best from morning till night. So if people have been vr
hooting at your messy hair, screech for a bottle or
I^Jjffi^^MßfV-,
tube of Wildroot Cream -Oil. It's guaranteed to keep
your hair neat but not greasy.A"d all the gals will go
out oftheir way to beak to you.

BJljJjßjß"^
br§2Ss2Si

* of lit So.HarrisHill Rd., Williamsville,N. Y.
Wildroot Cream- Oil
gives you confidence
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Honor Roll Released
Registrar's office released
this week the Fall Quarter,
1956, Honor Roll. The following 150 students werelisted:
4:00

Abhold, Sr. M. Loretta, FCSP
Anderson, Shirley M.
Annette, William P.
Bader, Sr. M. Diana, OP
Brown, Noel Joseph
Cole, Robert W.

Ellen
Evangelista, Sr. M. Rosina
Flynn, Mary Ellen
Crayne, Mary

Gallucci, Joseph J.
Haines, Edward I.
Harmon, Virginia F.
Haroldson, Delwyn G.
Hartinger, William E.
Hellman, Sr. Magdalena
Hertz, Mary Louise
Hoffmann, Mary Ann
Hogden, Lloyd L.

. ...

Nagle, Lillian

O'Neill,Michael Joseph
Orth, John Carl
Palmer, Dale H.
Paolucci, Jacqueline
Petri, Mary T.
Roni, Gina
Smith, Margaret V.
Smith, Shirley E.

McCahlll, RobertT.
McKone,Mary M.
Merryman,JaneW.
Millett,David
O'Connell, Jerry Anne
Pascheck,John Jacob
Petri,Betty Ann
Purcell, Walter J., Jr.
Quitslund, Sonya A.
Roberts, Dean F.
Roe, Thomas F.
Roth, Constance E.
Schneider, M. Anne

Westgard, Joan
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Chihara, Paul Seiko
Foye,Barbara H.
Kycek,Robert V.
Larson, Richard F.
MacArthur, Ann Marie
Raftis, EdmundB.
Smith,Keith S.
Rabura, Horst Martin
Scarantino, Sandra P.
Schakohl, Ellen F.
Skahill. George E.
Woog, EmilyM.

Bramble, Jeanne
Broell, Kathleen M.
Corbett, Catherine F.
Doub, Donald V.
Eckstrom, Carolyn A.
Hovind, Julie A.
Healy, TimothyJohn
Overton, Leonard R.
Brennan, John Vincent
Davis, Mary Louise
Easterbrook, William E.
Ferschweller, Sr. Laureen
Hansen, Emery D.
Harwood, Adria Diane

Kelly, Sr. Marianna
Koenigs, Sr. Karen

Kohles, Sr. Bernice
Lee, Glenn B.
Martin, James Joseph
McMillan, Sr. Eugene
Murphy, Patrick H.

&>J>

Bolf,Walter
Bonawits, Janet K.
Bosanko,Loretta M.
Brannon, Patti Anne
Brewer,Leslie Max

Chambers, Patricia Ann
Chicketti, Jeannette Ann
Cole,Barbara Joan
DeGrazia,Fred Michael
Dobson, KennethL.
Dorres,Judith A.

Flowers for the
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A Few Blocks West of the Campus
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Satisfaction. Guaranteed

5 POINT CLEANERS
SPECIAL RATES TO FACULTY AND STUDENTS

Broadway at Madison

Ambur, Richard Frederick
Campbell,MaryLouise
Carey, Madelaine M.
Christensen, James W.
Coyle, Jack Gordon
Cram, Sr. M. Carmelita,

Next to Chieftain Cafe

Femling,Frank K.
Foley, Thomas K.
Foort, Arlene E.
Goodrich, Billie C.
Gordon,Mary A.
Hohl, Katherine A.
Hoppel,Beverly J.
Mangan,John
Miranda, Ronald L.
Navone,James
Paradis,Mary Jo
Pesce, Valeric Jean
Price,Camille
Sullivan, Sr. Frederick,

After the Dance or Show

O.P.S.

3.60
Ahn, AnthonyJoseph
Anderson, StuartL.
Angeuine, Wayne
Bentz, BernardP.
Beswick, Beverly J.

3.80
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Trent, AndreeR.
Turner, Eileen M.
Vidis,Dolores B.
Vitro,Robert B.
Wilson, Joan Mary

3.70

(V
a.

Schaaf , Charles
Simonsen, Penne Ruth
Veasey, Edward G.
Viajar, Cesar 8., Jr.
Wilkinson, Charles J.

Schnuriger,CarolAnn
Seering,Marilyn
Shannon, Larry J.
Taylor,Nancy Lee

Arsenault, JoAnn

Hunter, Thomas P.
Jelense, Paulette

Ewings,Albert I.
Fagan,Kathleen M.
Gannon, Billie-Marie
Harrison,David J.
Jensen, Frederick
Jones, Ralph O.
Kaiser,Mary E.
Kelly,Teresa M.
McMenamin, William
Manley,JosephB.
Miller, Gary A.
Moore,Lorraine M.
Novak, BarbaraA.
Riel, DavidFrancis
Rude, Sara Ann
Ruljancich,Mark

Hibbard. Patricia R.
Johnson, Gertrude
Johnson,JoAnn
Kravlk,Hilton J.
Lambeth, James T.
Llnstrom, Edward A.

Visit the
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ABKUZZI
PIZZA— HOUSE
Orders To Co

Italian Food

O.P.S.

ELiot 9941

604 Pike St.

Waltier,Beverly M.
Whiteside, Lois M.

Gaveleers Plan

(Continued from Page Out)
time and place have been set, the
chairman will arrange for a faculty member to serve as judge.
The winning team will receive
either 100 points or the samenumber as previously accumulated by
the losing team, whichever is

greater.

At the end of Spring Quarter
the team with the largest point
total and which has debated at
least three times, will be awarded
the Challenge Cup.
Complete regulations can be
found in the Spectator office or by
contacting Joan Hopkins, Marycrest, Rm. 329.
Notice of all challenge debates
will be printed regularly in the

Spectator.

____^

SPECS
Law Club will hold an open
forum on the subject of Agency
on Thursday, Jan. 17, at 7:30 p.m.
in the Chieftain Conference Room.
" " "

Theodore J. Ross, professor and
head of the Department of Accounting at SeattleUniversity, has
been elected a member of the
American Institute of Accountants,
national professional society of
certified public
"
"accountants.
"
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LIGHTING A LUCKY? You might rub two sticks together
—but it'll take you hours to see the light. You might
c
I
VjaT^a
AlPtl
x use t® 11"^!^ bills if you've got money to burn. Or you
m^g^ insist on matches— in which case you'll be a
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Lighter Slighter! Any way youlight it,a Lucky tastes out
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nothing but fine,mild,
°f t^8 world.It's all cigarette
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good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to taste even
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coluns.
Try a Lucky right now. You'll say it's the bestbetter.
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WHAT ARE DANCING ERRORS?
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with two-word rhyming an-

swers. Both wordsmust have
thesame number of syllables.
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College has in-

Seattle Pacific
vited the Colhecon Club to a dessert meeting Thursday night at
7:30. The guest speaker will be
Prudence Penny. The meeting will
be held on the second floor lounge
of the men's dorm at Seattle Pacific. For further information contact Joan Parker.
" "
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see print. So send stacks of
'em withyour name,address,
college and class to Happy-
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Last chance to make reserva-

Young Republican
Inaugural Ball by calling GI. 4813.
Admission will be by reservation
only.

tions for the

CLASSIFIED
LEARN TO DANCE
S.U. Students, $1.50 per Lesson
Either Class or Private
THE LET'S DANCE STUDIO
Minor 3030
1108 Broadway
TYPING
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WHAT IS WIND FROM A

"IT'S TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER
WHAT IS A CRAZY KILT?

RAGWEED PATCH!
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CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER 1

WHAT IS A MAN WHO
STEALS CIASSWAREI

WHAT IS A NEW ENGLAND
10VER BOYI

Experienced stenographer.

Thesis and general typing. Call Helen
Patterson, KE. 6296.
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HAROLD FISCHBECK.

SneezeBreeze

RUDOLPH KAGERt!?.
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U. Or COLORADO

BA.T.Co.

product

MadPlaid

PitcherSnitcher
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JIM BAYNABD.
><>WA STATE COLLEGE

of (Jno JivrWUean i/witejC<>-\A>nvux*u+ America's

leading

TONI ROBB.

MaineSwain

MICHIOANSTATf

manufacturbb of ciqarbttbs
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